
three weeks of work for 
what?

the tale of moody’s first ticket 



TESTING PIPELINE
submit PR

gatsby cloud 
preview application

testing pipeline
(linting, unit tests)

E2E tests are blocked 
until preview 
application is spun up

gatsby cloud finishes 
building, informs testing 
pipeline of the preview URL E2E tests can now 

proceed with the 
preview build

Cloud build and hosting platform



testing pipeline

[1925] PR A

[1279] PR D[5642] PR C

[1567] PR B

gatsby cloud 
preview application

gatsby cloud gives us the preview 
application URL, which generates off of 
the PR name



testing pipeline

[1925] PR A

[1279] PR D[5642] PR C

[1567] PR B

gatsby cloud 
preview application

https://pggatsbymain-1925pra.gtsb.io



what’s the first rule of being an engineer?



The stationary-action principle – also known as the principle of least action – is a variational principle that, 

when applied to the action of a mechanical system, yields the equations of motion for that system. The principle 

states that the trajectories (i.e. the solutions of the equations of motion) are stationary points of the system's 

action functional. The term "least action" is a historical misnomer since the principle has no minimality 

requirement: the value of the action functional need not be minimal (even locally) on the trajectories.[1] Least 

action refers to the absolute value of the action functional being minimized. The principle can be used to derive 

Newtonian, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian equations of motion, and even general relativity (see Einstein–Hilbert 

action). In relativity, a different action must be minimized or maximized. The classical mechanics and 

electromagnetic expressions are a consequence of quantum mechanics. The stationary action method helped in 

the development of quantum mechanics.[2] In 1933, the physicist Paul Dirac demonstrated how this principle 

can be used in quantum calculations by discerning the quantum mechanical underpinning of the principle in the 

quantum interference of amplitudes.[3] Subsequently Julian Schwinger and Richard Feynman independently 

applied this principle in quantum electrodynamics.[4][5] The principle remains central in modern physics and 

mathematics, being applied in thermodynamics,[6] fluid mechanics,[7] the theory of relativity, quantum 

mechanics,[8] particle physics, and string theory[9] and is a focus of modern mathematical investigation in 

Morse theory. Maupertuis' principle and Hamilton's principle exemplify the principle of stationary action. The 

action principle is preceded by earlier ideas in optics. In ancient Greece, Euclid wrote in his Catoptrica that, for 

the path of light reflecting from a mirror, the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection.[10] Hero of 

Alexandria later showed that this path was the shortest length and least time.[11]Scholars often credit Pierre 

Louis Maupertuis for formulating the principle of least action because he wrote about it in 1744[12] and 

1746.[13] However, Leonhard Euler discussed the principle in 1744,[14] and evidence shows that Gottfried 

Leibniz preceded both by 39 years.[15][16][17]



the principle of least action (within reason)

aka i dont like doing work



testing pipeline
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the preview build URL that was generated from the PR name and passed to the 
testing pipeline was truncated after 30 characters 



const build = buildData.find(

 (singleBuild: Build) =>

       singleBuild.branch

         .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

         .toLowerCase() === prName && singleBuild.blocked

);



const build = buildData.find(

 (singleBuild: Build) =>

       singleBuild.branch

         .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

         .toLowerCase()

         .includes(prName) && singleBuild.blocked

);





“But there’s almost a law of the universe that solutions which are 

- the first thing you think of and 

- look sensible and 

- are easy to implement 

are often terrible, ineffective solutions, once implemented will drag on 

civilization forever”

~CGP Grey





functional programming magic



const build = relevantBuilds.find(

(e) => Date.parse(e.created_at) === Math.max(

 ...(buildData.filter((singleBuild) =>

 singleBuild.branch

   .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

   .toLowerCase()

   .includes(prName)

 )).map((build) => Date.parse(build.created_at))

 )

);



 // isolate only the builds that match the Gatsby preview URL (there may be multiple)

 const relevantBuilds = buildData.filter((singleBuild: Build) =>

   singleBuild.branch

     .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

     .toLowerCase()

     .includes(prName)

 );

 // from the potential builds that match the preview URL, extract the timestamp of the most recent one

 const timeStampOfLatestBuild = Math.max(

   ...relevantBuilds.map((build: Build) => Date.parse(build.created_at))

 );

 // find the build that matches the most recent timestamp, ie the build with the most milliseconds since epoch

 const build = relevantBuilds.find(

   (e: Build) => Date.parse(e.created_at) === timeStampOfLatestBuild

 );

 // Block step has a step key `cypress-block` so we can easily identify it

 const job = build?.jobs?.find((singleJob: Job) => singleJob.step_key === 'cypress-block');







  // isolate only the builds that match the Gatsby preview URL (there may be multiple)

     const relevantBuilds = buildData.filter(

        (singleBuild: Build) =>

          singleBuild.branch

            .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

            .toLowerCase()

            .includes(prName) && singleBuild.blocked

     );

   



  // isolate only the builds that match the Gatsby preview URL (there may be multiple)

     const relevantBuilds = buildData.filter(

        (singleBuild: Build) =>

          singleBuild.branch

            .replace(/[^a-zA-Z0-9 ]/g, '')

            .toLowerCase()

            .includes(prName)

     );

   



shoutouts to the big people this summer

obsessed with the keanu reeves room
I got a sprint named after me :0

why are the company emojis so funny??

my manager: alan mooiman
who may be the funniest man i have ever met???

ILY POLICYGENIUS
my mentor: caryn mccarthy
an incredible blast of sunshine who’s the 
most talented engineer i’ve ever met????



ILY HACKNY
shoutouts to the big people this summer



rest in peace cat

she’s still alive, but she doesn’t work for Pg 
anymore and i miss her dearly

She saw something in me and she’s why im in 
hackNY and why im in Pg and why I owe her 
so so so much


